“The soul would have no rainbow had the eyes no tears.”
-John Vance Cheney
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The Path of Grief
By Brandy Lidbeck of TheGiftofSeconds.com
So many people, including ourselves, often expect our grief to be
finished by the one-year anniversary of the death. People expect
us to move on and their words shame us for still being impacted.
Often, we, ourselves, shame ourselves for not getting “over
it” quicker and we beat ourselves up. The path of grief, though, is
not confined to just one year. It is a life-long journey that manifests itself time and time again. The following is an excerpt from
the book, The Gift of Second: Healing from the Impact of Suicide.
In 1969, after extensive research with dying individuals, Elisabeth
Kübler-Ross, a Swiss-American psychiatrist, created the theory
that people grieve in stages. She discovered that each person,
near death, experienced a series of stages as the end of their life
drew near: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance. Widely used in the mental health profession and accepted in the general population as well, this concept has since
been commonly adopted by the world to describe the stages an
individual goes through after losing a loved one.
Although the theory created by Kübler-Ross is strong and has
merit, it gives the illusion that, at some point, grief is complete.
We, as survivors, know the grief is never finished. The intensity
lessens over time, and the consuming emotions become more
stable, but grief is never fully complete. When folks expect their
grief to end and their pain to be erased, they are, oftentimes, focused on an imaginary timeline, waiting for that magical day to
wipe away their hurt and allow their life to resume as it was before this great tragedy. When we expect the impossible, we are
always disappointed. Grief is neither linear nor does it adhere to a
particular path. I created this image to depict the manner in which
grief really affects us.

‘life event’ occurs. A life event can be positive, such as a wedding,
the birth of a baby, or a graduation, or negative like the anniversary of the suicide, a serious illness, or a job loss. Regardless of
the event, this scenario acts as a trigger and causes the survivor
to walk through the grief path again as they process the death of
their loved one once more in light of the new events.

As I prepared for my wedding, I thought very little of the absence
of my mom for the ceremony. Nor did I think of her at all during
the honeymoon. Upon returning from the honeymoon; however,
while setting up house with my husband, something out of the
blue, it seemed, occurred. Two days after returning, my husband
and I sat down to make our first grocery list as a married couple.
Every idea he had for meals seemed horrible, and I began to snap
The Realistic Grieving Path begins with a suicide, causing a surviv- at him for each suggestion. Eventually, my wise husband asked,
ing individual to begin the grief process. The feelings one experi“What is the matter? Why are you so frustrated?” Without pause
ences are overwhelming, chaotic, erratic, and all-encompassing. I and without thinking, I began to sob. The only thing I could get out
liken this feeling to the destruction of an earthquake. Not only
between deep crying breaths was, “My mom should have been at
does it rock our worlds and bring devastation to our lives, but it
my wedding and she wasn’t.” To me, at the time, (and I am sure
also creates cracks in our foundation, causing us to doubt all that my husband as well) this seemed so odd and unexpected. In realiwas. The picture depicts waves of grief similar to an earthquake’s ty, it is a perfect example of a “life event,”as described above in
seismic waves. One moment we can feel intense heart- ache and the Realistic Grieving Path.
sadness, and then next moment we are full of anger and rage.
Always unpredictable and never convenient, walking through grief The wedding took place seventeen years after my mom’s suicide
can be unbearable much of the time.
and, leading up to the wedding, I had been relatively unaffected
As survivors work through their grief, they will eventually arrive at by her death as it pertained to wedding preparations. The major
a phase titled “New Normal”. New normal is labeled as such be- life event, though, rocked my world and caused me to walk
cause we will never return to the person we were before the suithrough the process again as I mourned my mom missing my
cide. How could we? This phase becomes our new status quo, the wedding.
phase in which we go about our days, no longer so consumed
with grief. Life begins to carry on in this new normal stage until a
Continued on Page 7

“Resilience is the light we’re willing to find even in our darkest hours.” Unknown Author
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Don't be afraid to ask for help from those close to you when you need it. So much hurt and pain go
unheeded during grief because we don't want to bother anyone else with our problems. Wouldn't you
want someone close to you to ask for help if they needed it? Some relatives and friends will not be
able to handle your grief. Find someone with whom to talk. Seek out an understanding friend, survivor, or support group member.

You Are Not Alone…
When you need to talk to someone
who has experienced a loss of…
Spouse/Partner
Anne W.
619-992-9023
Bonnie B.
619-818-3363
Allison L.
760-670-7158
Son
Christa S.
Cheryl W.
Thomas D.

858-755-3400
619-277-0913
dalton52@icloud

Daughter
Cheryl V.
Anne W.

760-942-7869
619-992-9023

Making Mother's and Father's Day Special
Elaine Stillwell, TCF Rockville Centre, NY
Making Mother's and Father's Day Special. Here are a few hints to help you through these days
after the loss of a child.
1)

2)
3)
4)

Parent
Paul G.* (Mother) 760-815-1482
Kate W. (Father)
916-601-4585
Nick G. (Father)
317-775-1274

5)
6)

Family Member/Friend
Pam E. (Brother) 760-415-5604
Cindy P. (Sister)
619-850-6225
Jeanie F.* (Friend) 619- 417-2788
*Bilingual: English-Spanish

7)

Helpful Websites
American Assoc. of Suicidology
www.suicidology.org
Compassionate Friends
www.compassionatefriends.org
Fresno Survivors of Suicide Loss
www.fresnosos.org
Friends for Survival, Inc.
www.friendsforsurvival.org
GROWW Friends Helping Friends
www.groww.org/Branches/sos.htm
Suicide: Finding Hope
www.suicidefindinghope.com

Suicide Prevention Resource Ctr.
www.sprc.org
Suicide is Preventable
www.suicideispreventable.org
Trevor Project
www.thetrevorproject.org
UMTR2ME You Matter To Me
www.UMTR2ME.org

8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)

23)
24)
25)
26)

Pamper yourself– this is a special day in
your life. You are a parent forever and
your child is your child forever.
Do what you need to do– what helps you.
Grieve your way.
Be with those who surround you with
love, not demands or advice.
Plan ahead-do things that make you feel
good or give you a moment's peace.
Start new rituals to make new memories.
Share your thoughts with family members; decide together what the day
should include. (If you are alone, find a
good friend.)
Include deceased children in the day– through prayer, lighting a candle, telling stories about
them, looking through pictures, planting flowers or a garden, doing a good deed, writing
about them, making their favorite recipe.
Join with another bereaved family to honor this day and have mutual support.
Start a garden or add to a special garden in.
Use this day to plant spring flowers so you can always see your child in each bloom and each
bouquet that you cut.
Visit the cemetery if that helps your heart on this day.
Plant a flower or shrub that will come to bloom this time of year.
Do something special for someone else or something special in your child's name (helping
Cancer Care, MADD, Scouting, a nursing home, etc.)
Listen to music that makes your heart feel good.
Cook some favorite recipes that your child enjoyed or cooked for you.
Buy a present for yourself from your child and enjoy the comfort it brings you.
Write a poem or article in memory of your child, sharing memories or whatever has helped
you.
Attend a family gathering of relatives– their love and support can give you a lift on this day.
Make a booklet of favorite poems that help your heart, and give copies to dear relatives and
friends in memory of your child.
Take part in a special church ceremony honoring Mother's Day and Father's Day.
Pray to your child. Talking is the best medicine and prayer is simply talking.
Set aside some special time to grieve, unloading all the frustration and sadness that can
envelop you on such a day giving you time to meditate alone.
Write a letter to your child, telling what's in your heart (perhaps some unfinished business or
some new blessing that has enriched your life).
Allow the tears to flow– crying is healing and allows a release for your feelings.
Think of a way to "share your child with the world” - making sure his or her memory lives on
through scholarships, writing, good deeds.
Give and get plenty of hugs.

Permission to reprint from The Compassionate Friends originally posted May 1st, 2017 in The
Compassionate Friends blog. For more information visit https://www.compassionatefriends.org/

“Life doesn’t get easier or more forgiving; we get stronger and more resilient.” Dr. Steve Maraboli
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Meditation Moment
We invite you to consider this for a few quiet moments…

What We Need During Grief
Time: You need time alone and time with others you trust, and who will listen when you need to talk. It takes months and years of
time to feel and understand the feelings that go along with loss.
Rest, Relaxation, Exercise, Nourishment and Diversion: You may need extra amounts of things you needed before. Hot baths, afternoon naps, a trip, a “cause” to work for to help others...any of these may give you a lift. Grief is an emotionally exhausting process.
You need to replenish yourself. Follow what feels healing to you and that which connects you to the people and things you love.
Security: Try to reduce or find help for financial or other stresses in your life. Allow yourself to be close to those you trust. Getting back
into a routine helps. You need to allow yourself to do things at your own pace.
Hope: You may find hope and comfort from those who have experienced a similar loss. Knowing which things helped them, and realizing that they have discovered that time does help, may give you hope that your grief will someday be less raw and painful.
Caring: Try to allow yourself to accept the expression of caring from others, even though they may be uneasy and awkward. Helping a
friend or a relative also suffering the same loss may bring a feeling of closeness with that person.
Goals: For a while, it will seem that much of life is without meaning. At times like these, small goals are helpful. Something to look
forward to, like playing golf with a friend next week, a movie tomorrow night, a trip next month—helps you get through the immediate
future. At first, don’t be surprised if your enjoyment for these things isn’t the same. This is normal. As time passes, you may need to
work on some long-range goals to give some structure and direction to your life. You may need guidance or counseling for help with
this.
Small Pleasures: Do not underestimate the healing effects of small pleasures. Sunsets, a walk in the woods, a favorite food — all are
small steps toward regaining your pleasures in life itself.

Follow SOSL on Social Media!
Keep in touch with SOSL on social media! We are on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn.
Use them to connect with the SOSL community and keep up to date with news and events!
www.facebook.com/soslsd

www.instagram.com/sosl_sd

SAVE THE DATES
for Healing

Ride for Life
June 11, 2022
Bringing suicide awareness to San
Diego County

This event will include a Poker Run
originating at El Cajon Harley Davison. After party that will include
live music, lunch and an opportunity drawing and more. You can
attend the after party from 12-3
even if you don’t ride.

www.linkedin.com/company/soslsd

Walk in Remembrance
with Hope
September 11, 2022
Our Walk is the signature event for
suicide prevention and survivor support
community within San Diego. There are
resource, healing activities and lots of
love and support.
100% of funds raised
stay in San Diego County

SOSL Day
November 20, 2022
SOSL Day is an event
focused on hope and
healing. The event includes lunch, panel
discussion, healing
activity, loss specific
support groups.
More details to follow.

For more info email — info@soslsd.org
“Showing gratitude is one of the simplest yet most powerful things humans can do for each other.” Randy Pausch
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***Due to the COVID 19 Restrictions***
SOSL support groups are meeting online via ZOOM.
For more information, email Michele@SOSLsd.org
or call the Warmline (619) 482-0297

March 2022
SUN

MON

TUE

1

WED

2

THU

FRI

SAT

13

20

27

7

8

9

SMH

CEBC

14

15

12

Encinitas Community Center / ECC

18

19

2nd & 4th MONDAY S 7-8:30 pm / March 14 & 28, April 11 & 25, May 9 & 23
1140 Oakcrest Park Dr., Encinitas 92024 — North County Coastal Room 116
From I-5: Take the ENCINITAS BLVD. exit (EAST), turn RIGHT onto BALOUR DR., turn
LEFT onto OAKCREST PARK DR.

25

26

17

TCMC

OM, SBG

21

22

23

24

SMH

CEBC

28

29

30

31

Grossmont-Sharp Hospital / GSH
2nd FRIDAY 7–8:30 pm / March 11, April 8, May 13
5555 Grossmont Center Dr., La Mesa 91942 — East County (Cardiovascular Center,
Room 1) Look for SOSL sign. Validated parking in structure.
From I-8 E: Take the FLETCHER PKWY exit. Turn RIGHT onto GROSSMONT CTR DR.
From I-8 W: Take the GROSSMONT CTR DR. Exit toward LA MESA BLVD. Turn RIGHT
onto GROSSMONT CTR DR.

April 2022
4

5

10

11

WED

6

SMH

THU

7

ABHC
12

FRI

SAT

1

2

8

9

24

14

15

16

1st and 3rd WEDNESDAYS 7-8:30 pm / March 2 & 16, April 6 & 20, May 4 & 18
Tri City Medical Center—4002 Vista Way, Oceanside 92056
Enter through the main lobby. Take elevators down to Lower Level LL—Classroom 6

22

23

Scripps Mercy Hospital / SMH

30

1st & 3rd MONDAYS 7-8:30 pm / March 7 & 21, April 4 & 18, May 2 & 16
4077 5th Ave., San Diego 92103 — Hillcrest
Enter thru main lobby and take elevator to Lower Level. Follow SOSL signs to
Classrooms 5A & 5B. Validated parking in structure.
From CA-163 S: Take the WASHINGTON ST exit (WEST). Turn RIGHT onto 5th AVE.

19

20

21

SMH

4S

TCMC

OM,SBG

25

26

27

28

29

ECC,RCG CEBC

May 2022
1

MON

2

TUE

3

8

9

WED

4

THU

22

10

7

11

12

13

14

GSH

17

18

19

SMH

4S

TCMC

OM,SBG

23

24

25

26

30

SAT

6

16

ECC,RCG CEBC
29

FRI

5

ECC,RCG CEBC
15

South Bay Group / SBG

ABHC.
TCMC

SMH

31

3rd THURSDAY 7-8:30 pm / March 17, April 21, May 19
Border View Family YMCA—Conference Room
3601 Arey Dr., San Diego 92154

13

18

SUN

Otay Mesa—Bilingual Group / OM

Oceanside Group Tri City Medical Center / TCMC

GSH

ECC,RCG CEBC
17

1st WEDNESDAY 7-8:30 pm / March 2, April 6, May 4
11878 Avenue of Industry, San Diego 92128 — North County Inland (Cafeteria)
From I-15 S: Exit CAMINO DEL NORTE and TURN LEFT; turn Right at CARMEL MT.
RD., turn RIGHT at INNOVATION DRIVE, turn RIGHT at AVENUE OF INDUSTRY
From 1-15 N: Exit CARMEL MT. RD. and turn RIGHT, turn LEFT at RANCHO
CARMEL DR., turn LEFT at INNOVATION DR. turn RIGHT at AVE. OF INDUSTRY

11

ECC,RCG

3

Aurora Behavioral Health Center / ABHC

10

GSH

TUE

3rd TUESDAY 7:15-8:45 pm / March 15, April 19, May 17
10890 Thornmint Rd., San Diego 92127

5

16

MON

4S Ranch—West Coast Martial Arts Academy / 4S

4

ECC,RCG 4S

SUN

D i e g o

3

ABHC,
TCMC
6

M e e t i n g s - S a n

20

21

27

28

3rd THURSDAY 7-8:30 pm / March 17, April 21, May 19
First United Methodist Church - 1200 East H St., Chula Vista 91910
Discovery Room - located by the Sanctuary. Drive to the back of the property to park room to the right.

Clairemont Emmanuel Baptist Church / CEBC
2nd and 4th TUESDAY S 7-8:30 pm / March 8 & 22, April 12 & 26, May 10 & 24
2610 Galveston St., San Diego 92110 — Mission Bay Area
From I-5: Take the CLAIREMONT DR exit, (EAST) Turn RIGHT onto GALVESTON ST.
Drive down to the lower parking lot. As you leave the parking lot, walk straight ahead
and the room will be in the first building on your left.

Riverside County Group / RCG
2nd and 4th MONDAYS 7-8:30 pm / March 14 & 28, April 11 & 25, May 9 & 23
29029 Murrieta Rd., Sun City 92586 — Valley Christian Fellowship
Must call before attending: Kathy 951-679-2008

“I can be changed by what happens to me, but I refuse to be reduced by it.” Maya Angelou
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Gratitude Speaks
When we reside in a place of Gratitude, the world changes.
This is a place for survivors to share what they are grateful for.

All of us at Survivors of Suicide Loss (SOSL), we are grateful for the opportunity to help families heal after the devastating loss of a loved one to
suicide. We are a small non-profit that does huge things, and we count
on donations to continue to offer that support. During the pandemic, we
have been blessed by everyone that has generously supported SOSL.
You have contributed to us in honor of your loved one, or attended, volunteered or donated to one of our events like The Ride for Life, Walk in
Remembrance with Hope, or SOSL Day.
As most people are experiencing, we have seen costs increase over the
past two years on things SOSL uses to help families heal. A few of those
items are our newsletter and our email server.
In the next few months, you are going to see some internal changes to
our organization (SOSL). If you receive, open, and read the weekly email
you have already seen some of differences. Originally, the weekly email
was intended to give everyone the links to the groups and provide updates. It has organically evolved to include healing hints and announcements about events happenings in addition to the groups. It
has turned into a brief weekly newsletter.
In the next few months and through the end of the year, we are going to move from a quarterly newsletter to a bi-annual
newsletter (like this one) that will be mailed out. If you are one of the people who get the newsletter mailed to you we ask
that you connect with Michele at Michele@soslsd.org or call 619-482-0297 and let us know if you still read the newsletter.
The cost to print and mail out our quarterly newsletter has doubled.
The weekly emails will continue to come to your inbox on Monday morning. We are getting ready to change our mail server and we
are going to need your help. Because your name and email will be imported and moved, we are going to ask you to:
Update your contact information with us, and update your information (we will ask for your phone number, who you lost, and the
relationship of your loss).
Why would we want this information you ask? Occasionally information was entered incorrectly, and this allows us to correct that.
Sometimes I come across an article and think it would be beneficial to a specific loss group. This new email server will allow us to
sort by loss and enable us to send specific emails out to specific groups. NONE of this information will be used outside of SOSL.
If you shop online, go to AmazonSmile is a simple way you can help support SOSL at no cost to you. You go to Amazonsmile.com, to
select Survivors of Suicide Loss, La Mesa, Ca as your charity, and you are set! Remember to bookmark AmazonSmile. When you
place an order, 5% of your order will be donated to SOSL.

About SOSL

We want to thank every one of your contributions to SOSL. Every dollar is used to help families heal and to prevent suicides. SOSL
wouldn’t be able to help people all over the world without your support.

Survivors of Suicide Loss, Inc., is a nonprofit, nonsectarian, self-help support group system for those who have lost
a relative or friend to suicide. The Hope & Comfort Newsletter staff is dedicated to the primary goal of publishing
articles and information, which is assisting in the grieving and healing process of our readers. We welcome your
written contributions for inclusion in the newsletter, however, we reserve the right to publish only those articles that
are considered to be of benefit to the majority of our readers.
Please send all correspondence to:
Survivors of Suicide Loss: PO Box 3297, La Mesa, CA 91944-3297
Helpline: (619) 482-0297 Website: www.SOSLsd.org Email: info@SOSLsd.org

“Man never made any material as resilient as the human spirit.” Bernard Williams
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Goodbye Till Later
By Rebecca A Cross
Granddaughter
You left us in a very
quick way.
We are trying to deal with it all,
everyday.
We’re upset and confused,
We don’t know what to do.
We’re sad and depressed and we’re not sure
about our feelings towards you.
We love you with
all our hearts,
but with what you did,
we’re torn apart.
Why did you do what you did?
Why did you leave us, why’d you give in?
Did you have so much hurt
hiding within?
How do we understand,
how do we see?
What were you thinking?
Was it about me?
I hope where you’re at
you can see all of us crying.
For understanding, that is what
we are trying.
We will miss youfor now we are sorting through
all of our feelings of what you did
and that we love you.
We will make itthis I am sure.
Time, talking and crying
is our only cure.

Grief After Suicide
People Grieve Differently
•
•
•
•
•
•

Know that you can survive. Though you may feel you cannot survive, you can.
The intense feelings of grief can be overwhelming and frightening. This is normal. You are not going crazy; you are grieving.
You may experience feelings of guilt, confusion, and anger, even fear. These
are all common responses to grief.
You may even have thoughts of suicide. This, too, is common. It does not
mean you will act on those thoughts.
Forgetfulness is a common but temporary side effect. Grieving takes so much
energy that other things will fade in importance.
Grief also affects us physically. You may find that you are more accidentprone, that you get sick more easily, you feel fatigued and have more pain.

Coping Strategies
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Keep asking “why” until you no longer need to ask.
Healing takes time. Allow yourself the time you need to grieve.
Grief has no predictable pattern or timetable. Though there are elements of
commonality in grief, each person and situation is unique.
If you can delay making major decisions, do so.
The path of grief is one of the twists and turns and you may often feel you are
getting nowhere. Remember that even setbacks are a kind of progress.
Expect setbacks and occasional painful reminders. Some days are better than
others and if you go about life with this mentality, you will be better prepared
through the grieving process.
This is the hardest thing you will ever do. Be patient with yourself.
Seek out people who are willing to listen when you need to talk and who understand you may need to be silent.
Give yourself permission to seek professional help.
Avoid people who try to tell you what to feel and how to feel it and, in particular, those who think you should “be over it by now”
Find a support group for survivors that provide a safe place for you to express
your feelings or simply a place to go to be with other survivors who are experiencing some of the same things you are going through.

Source SAVE.org. Learn more at save.org/find-help/coping-with-loss/

Good-bye till later,
that is what to say.
Till we see you again,
in another world on another day.

“Grief can’t be shared. Everyone carries it alone. His own burden in his own way.” Anne Morrow Lindbergh
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CONTRIBUTORS:
Cathy Ellis
I am making this donation in memory of my
sister. It is getting close to fifty years since
her death. I thank Bonnie Bear and SOSL for
all the great things you have accomplished.

Victoria A. Martin
In honor of my son, Ken. I love you, I miss you
and am thinking of you always.I know you are
watching over all of us with those "bad ass"
wings. Love, Mom

Leigh Diebel

Alina Pence
In Loving Memory of our Beloved Austin.

Nancy Deutsch
In memory of Arthur Valentine
Shannon Lee Kurtz
Merrill Gill

Kimberly King
In loving memory of my son, Austin Thorp.
Love and miss you – Mom

Judith Goodie
memory of Joshua Gill

Arthur Cohen
Victoria Martin
Milo Pence

Sarah Arnold
In honor of my son Dylan

Mary Miller
In honor of our beloved son, Will. He is always
with us in spirit. Will's mom and dad

Stanton Edward Gagel (John Gagel)
The thoughts we have – the times we shared
– life is ever changing – Oh Butterfly, Oh Butterfly.
Ron & Carol Santos (Ryan Santos)
Always in our hearts
For Samuel Leonard Joseph
Magdalena Suarez
Anton Jungenberg
I miss you so much Anton.
I love you always. You are always beautiful.
Love Mom

Janice Wright
Judith Goodie

Camille Armstrong
Joshua David Gill…We will remember and
treasure you forever. Each year we will sing
praises to your birth. We honor your remarkable mother, Merrill Gill, who loves you more
than any words, songs, poems, ….Tragically
your life suddenly ended on August 17, 2021
and was far too short (only 40 years). You will
have a “life after death” for your wonderful,
caring, intelligent, humorous personality enriched us and be remembered forever.

Joyce Bruggeman
Kathy Wolff
Jenny Pickney
Frankly Swingin
Partridge Creek Mortuary
Yvonne Cohen

Michele Madden
In Loving Memory of Jamie. Always in our
hearts

John Economides
Phillip Meares

In memory of Phil & Joanne Carl
Patricia Lamb
Paul – You are forever in my heart
Karen Mescher
Adam – I miss you every day.
Sandra King

Peggy Victor
love you always Ryan

Alice Fichandler

Paula Gray
I miss you Jerod. Your memorial was hard, but
you were represented well

Nancy Deutsch

Kathleen McGuirk
In memory of my son, Kenneth McGuirk

Andrew Norelli

Everett Love

Continued: The Path of Grief
Continued from Page 1
The events do not need to be big; they can be small, such as running into an old friend you haven’t seen in years who reminds you
of your loved one or even simply hearing a song your loved one
enjoyed. The idea is that events happen our entire lives, and
many can trigger different parts within us to feel the loss of our
loved one more fully. It is then that we must work through the
death again. Walking through the grief path again by no means
negates any grief work we have done before; instead, it brings to
light different aspects that need more healing or attention. Grief
is both cyclical and never-ending. We will never fully ‘get over’ the
suicide of a loved one, and I believe this model best depicts the
reality of grief. When discussing his son’s suicide, Tony Dungy,
former NFL Coach of the Indianapolis Colts, wrote in his book,
Quiet Strength: A Memoir, “First, there is no typical grief cycle,
and second, it’s not something I went through. I’m still grieving.”

When an individual has experienced such a tremendous loss as
suicide, the entire body feels it. Symptoms of grief typically manifest as follows: Difficulty sleeping, Loss of appetite, Loss of appetite, Headaches, Crying, Aches and pains, Anxiety, Aches and
pains, Isolation, Anger, Guilt, Sadness, Fatigue, Shock, and Depression.
Each of these symptoms feels ever-present in the beginning, and
the survivor may fear these feelings will consume them always. In
time, though, these feelings will lessen in intensity and come in
waves instead, often arising without warning. Eventually, feelings
will surface with only a life trigger or memory of the loved one.
Getting through will not always be so overwhelming. The grief
path is normal and one to fully expect as you traverse life after
suicide. We will never be ‘over’ the pain and devastation completely, but it won’t always dictate our lives.

“When I peeled back the layers I found a beautiful resilience inside.” Lori Schaefer

